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Frozen Directed by Chris Buck Jennifer Lee
Produced by Peter Del Vecho John Lasseter
(Executive Producer) Written by Chris Buck
(Story)Jennifer Lee (Story and Screenplay)Shane
Morris (Story) Starring Kristen Bell Idina Menzel
Josh Gad Santino Fontana Alan Tudyk Ciarn Hinds
Chris Williams Maurice LaMarche Jennifer Lee
Music by Christophe Beck (Original Score
Composer) Kristen Anderson-Lopez (Original
Songs) Robert Lopez (Original Songs)
Cinematography by Scott Beattie (Layout)Mohit
Kallianpur (Lighting) Editor(s) Jeff Draheim
Studio(s) Walt Disney Pictures Walt Disney
Animation Studios Distributor Walt Disney Studios
Motion Pictures Released November 19, 2013 ( El
Capitan Theatre ) November 27, 2013 Running
time 102 minutes Language English Budget $150
million Gross revenue $1,280,802,282 Preceded
by Wreck-It Ralph Followed by Big Hero 6 Frozen II
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wasn't released to cinemas for a variety of
reasons. The film was initially produced in 3D, but
this was cut from the theatrical version in order to
be released in 2D. Additionally, Disney received

public backlash for the film's portrayal of the
relationship between Elsa and Anna, which is

traditionally depicted in other Disney films as a
sister-sister relationship. Also, a lack of princess
merchandise associated with the film prompted
Disney to halt production of the film's sequel,

Frozen 2, and to not release a trailer for the film.
Jonas has been monitoring Anna's condition and
decides to take action, but at the same time his
mother's spell on the trolls is broken and they go
after him for calling her a "witch" and he admits

that he is a little worried about what Elsa will do if
she learns that the trolls have broken free, so the
Troll Guard bring him and Elsa to the ice castle. It
is Elsa's first day there and she immediately goes
to the vault where she stops King Adolphus from

opening it with her powers. He admits that he and
King Agdar desperately need the contents, but

Elsa's power froze the vault and he has no choice
but to open it. On the other side Anna, Kristoff and
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Sven return and Elsa explains that the trolls did
more than free the slingers, they also corrupted
the giants' spells and as a result the giants are
also under her control. Jonas proposes that she
can release all the trolls and the giants from the

magic's spell, but they will no longer consider her
their queen; she must defeat Viggo's spirit, a giant
who controls Arendelle from inside the vault. The

only way to do this is by destroying the giant's
heart and since Anna's heart is frozen, she needs

Elsa's heart to thaw. 5ec8ef588b
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